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LAND MINES

Sec.tion I

INTRODUCTION
'w-,..."

Purpose and scope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE.
&. The purpose of this manual is to impart information of a tech-

nical nature concerning land mines and related items, such as may
be necessary for their intelligent care, handling, and ~

b~ This manual describes:
( 1 ) Antitank mines.
( 2 ) AntipersOnnel mines.
( 3 ) Bangalore torpedoes.
( 4) Demolition materials. : .

(5) Fuzes and firing m~Mnism. .. .

e. The .infor.mation covers: .- '.

(1) Identification.
(2 ) Car~ handling, and preservation.
( 3 ) Fuzing and unfuzing.
( 4) Authorize<:i assembly and disassembly. ..

. ( 5 ) Packing and marking.

~ .1~- C II'~ - .1
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Section II

GENERAL
~8r-.ra~

Description 2
CI~ssification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Identification. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Care and precautions in handling. . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 5

St~e and ~rvation 6
Destruction of UDEI~ceable material and duds. . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Paclcing and nuaking for unpmeDt 8
Field ~ of aocidenu 9

2. DESCBIPnON.
a. AU types of land mines consist of a charge of high explosive

and a device for detonating this charge under the proper conditions.
In general, land mines are of the trap type; they rely on some action
of the enemy for initiation. Some types are of complicated design, as
the bounding ~~e which projects a shell 6 to 8" feet above the
ground and explodes it there. Most types are simple, consisting only
of a container of high explosive and a firing mech~nism.

3. CLASSIFICATION.
&. LA-.n.d mines a.re cl~s-~ed according to the UR for which they

are desi&ned as antitank and antipersonnel However, either type
may, on occasion, be used for the other and both types may be used
for demolitions, just as either type may be improvised from demoli-tion materials. . .

b. Antitank mines are also ,..1assil;ed as high-explosive, practice,
or dummy.

4. mEN1D1CA TION.
a. General Ammunition is identified by means of the paintin&

and markine on the item itself and all containers. Complete identi-
fication is furnished by:

( 1 ) St~~rd nomenclature which includes type,. size, and model
(2) Lot number, which includes manufacturer's lot.number, man-

ufacturer's initials or symbol, and date of loading.
be Standard Nomenclature. Standard nomenclature is est.ablished

in order that each item supplied may be specifically identified by
name. Its use, for all pU&-poses of record, is mandatory except as
noted in subparagraph c, below.

e. Ammunition Identification Code. To facilitate reporting, req-
uisitioning, and record keeping in the field, each complete round
and each item of issue is assigned a fiv~haracter code symbol

3
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These symbols ~d information concerning their use may be found
in Standard Nomenclature Lists and OFSB 3-14.

d. Mark or Model. To distinguish a particular design, a model
number is assigned when the design is adopted. This designation be-
comes an e§ential part of the nomenclature of the item. It consists of
the letter "M" followed by an Arabic numeral Modifications of the
original model are indicated by adding the letter "A" and the ap-
propriate Arabic numeral to the model designation. Formerly, the
word "Mark" was used. This was abbreviated "Mk." and followed
by a Roman numeral.

e. Ammunition Lot Numbers. When Ammunition is manufac-
t\D'ed, ~ ammunition lot number is assigned in accorda~ with
pertinent specifications. The lot number is marked or stamped on
evmy item (unless the item is too small) and on all cont8ill~rs of
the ammunition. Its use is required for all purposes of record, in-
cluding reports on condition, function or accidents.

. f. Painting. Ammunition is painted. to prevent rust, to provide,

by the color, an aid to concealment, and for identification as to type.
Service land mines are painted lusterless olive-drab with marking
in black. However, where it will not affect the concealment qualities,
there is an area painted in accordance with the Ammunition identifi-
cation color .::heme: yellow, high-explosive; blue, practice; black,dummy or drill .

,. Marking. When the size of the item permits, each item of
ammunition is marked With the type, size, model, and lot number
of the item. Each container is marked with the same information.
5. CARE AND PRECAUDONS IN HANDlING. -

.. Ammunition should be protected against moisture, beat, and
shock.

b. Ammunition is packed to withstand all ordinary oonditions
encountered in handling and shipping. Items that are not ~~uUf
are packed in moisture resistant containers. Such cont~~ers shoul9
not be opened until the ammunition is about to be used or prepared
fat ~. Items unpacked but not used should be repacked and the
containers sealed. Such items should be used first in subsequent
operations in order that stocks of opened packings may be kept to
a minimum.

e. Damaged packings should be repaired or the items tr8Dsf~-y--cd
to new packing&. Care should be exercised to see that all original
markings are reproduced on the new parts of the contam~.

d. Mines planted in wet surroundinp should be watE:&-proof~ by
treating the joints with grease, Waz, cement, or sealing compound.

4
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e. Ammunition should be protected against ~\D'CeS of exc-essive

heat, including the direct rays of the sun. Boxes stored in the open
should be covered by a paulin and piled so that there will be free
circulation of air throughout the pile.

f. Fuzes, primers, and detonators are especially sensitive to heat
and ~i

g. Boxes of ammunition should not be dropped, dragged, or
tumbled

b.. Boxes should not be opened in a magazine nor within 100
feet of a store of explosives. Safety tools sho"utd be used in unpacking
and repacking operations. Safety tools are thOR made of ~i>pj)e1"",
wood,' or other material incapable of producing sparks when struck.

L No attempt will be made to fuze an item of ammunition cl~
than 100 feet to a magazine or other such store of explosives or
ammunitions.

j. No disassembly of Ammunition or components thereof will be
permitted except as specifi~--.Uy authorized

k. Safety pins, safety forks, and other safety devices are designed
for the protection of planting personnel They should be left in place
until the last practicable moment before leaving and then removed
In picking up mines, they should be replaced first.

L Care will be exercised to see that fuze cavities or detonator
wells are clear of obstruction and free of fOreign material before
attempting to aaemble the fuze or detonator.

In. Blasting caps, detonators, and fuzes with detonator ~~~bled
should be protected from shock, heat, and friction. By "shfY"-k" is
meant such as is given by detonators knQl"~ together when carried
l~ in the pocket or when dropped from any height whatever; by
"heat," such as prolonged exposure to the direct rays of the sun; by
"friction," any abnormal friction such as sliding acrOss a table or
being forced into a tight or obstructed well

6. STORAGE AND P~ERV AnON.
a. Explosives and ~mmunitiOD should be stored in buildings de-

signed, designated, and isolated for the specific purpose. Explosives
and ammunition should DOt be stored in bui1di~ which are, used
for other purposes, such as ha_~ents or attics of ~cks, company
supply rooms, or general storeho~ When specially constructed
m~pzines are not available, the buildings used must afford Cood
Pl-u~-tion against moisture and dampness and have meaDS for ad-
equate ventilation. They must be ftoored with approved material
and may not be heated by ~ fires or stoves.

b. &~es, cases, and other containers of ammunition should be
clean and dry before being stored. Damaged containers will be re-

S
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paired Of' replaced before storing,. but the repairs or ~:h2!t!e of
container will not take place in or within 100 feet of a magazine
con~;n;n~ explosives. Powder dust or particles of explosive material
from broken containers will be carefully taken up as soon as spilled.
All work will be suspended until this has been done. Ammunition
containers should not be- opened in a magazine nor should they be
stored after having been opened unless they have been closed
securely. No nails or tacks will be driven into a container of explo-
sives Of' ammunition. ('~ses should be handled with care. ~ should
not be draaed across the fioor in ma~azines as this. practice has re-
"suIted in starting fires where there was powder dust present.

ee, Loose rounds or components will not be ~ in a magazine.
No empty container, no e%Cess dunnage nor tooJs, should be per-
mitted to r~A;n in a magazine. No oily rags, paint, turpentine, etc.,
will be left in a magazine containing Ammunition or explosives.

d. Ammunition should be piled by lot numbers in stable piles
which are so arranged that the individual containers are acceSStole
for inspection and offer no obstacle to the free circulation of airA The
tops of ammunition piles will be below the le~ of the eaves to
avoid the heated space directly beneat;h the roof. The bottom layer
should be raised off the floor about 2 inches. Dunnage should be
level; if nec~ry,. sbims or wedges should be used Stacks should
not be so high that ammunition or its containers in the lower layers
will be crushed Of' deformed. Partly filled boxes should be fastened
securely, marked, .and kept on the top of. the pile.

e. :Magazines should be built OD well drained ground

f. It is essential-that explosives and ammunition be segregated in
an area 'sped fically set aside for tam exclusive storage. This area
need not be ]ar&e, but it is important that it be segregated from
inhabited buildings, public hiehways, and railroads. Individual mag-
azines must be separated by distances adequate to prevent propa-
gation of an explosion from one to another. Such distances are
given in TM 9-19-00.

g. Vegetation should be controlled and - dry leaves, grass, -and
rubbiSh removed -from the magazine area and burned.

- . -
h. AcCumulation of trash, empty boxes, scrap lumbel", or any suchjnfl~mm~ ble material should not be permitted. . "
L A 50-foot firebreak should be established around each above-

ground. magazine. .

j. Smoking, the carfying of matches, and the ~ of lights other
than approved electric lights in magazines or explosives storage areas,
are forbidden.

6
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k. Interiors of magazines should be clean. Paint, oils, gasoline,
waste, rags, and other inflammable material should not be left, in

magazines.
I. Except when they are, issued in one packing, mines and fuzes

,will not be stored in the same magazine. This applies to the detonat-
ing element of fuzes such, as detonators, blasting caps, and 'the like,
and not to metal parts of fuzes or firing mechanisms when the de-
tonating element is not assembled '~eto.

, , ' . . ."
, , .

7. DESTRUcnON OF UNSERVICEABLE MATERIAL AND
DUDS. :' .--'

a. General Unserviceable ~teria1 and duds will be destroyed
only by authorized and experienced personnel Safety precautions
such as th~ laid down in TM 9-1900 and in Ordnance Safety
It.Ianual 00 No. 7224, will be observed. -

'he BurniD,g. Unconfined explosives su~ as demoli."tion bl~ may
be destroyed by spreadin& out thin on a layer of combustible material
and bumin&. Small components .may be burned in a covered tr:enc h
or pit by preparing the fire, placing a quantity of the item to be
destroyed on the pile, and igniting from a distance by such means
as a ,train of eXcelsior. Larger items suCh as the FUZE; antitank. mine,
M1, may be bumed in a covered pit by ~eeding one .at a time do~a baffied chute from bemI1d a barri'cade. ' . .

c. Detonation. .' .

( 1 ) Larger items will be destroyed by detonation at Safe distancesfrom buildings, inhabited areas, and magazine areas.' . . ,

... ;

(2) Thin-~ed ,~~ ,such.,~s:.~:~:titank:~~e..,or, b~~ore
torpedo, will need only .one dem.e:1itjqp .~~ to: d~~te a p,i1~ pu;t;,.
because .the thin-walled mines CQDtain such a -l8rge .percentage of.
explosive, care must be e%er~~ to limit the number destroyed at
a blast..

,
(3) Thick-walled mines, such as the antipersonnel mines, win need

correspondingly more explosive and greater barricading to limit

fragments.,
,( 4) Bl8sting caps inserted in the fuze cavi'!:Y .or .'4etonator wen

may be used to destroy an item" instead of usi.ng the' ~p and abloclc 'of demolition e%plosi~"e. ." .. :' " . -',

d. Dada. Any land ~e which ~ed. to exPlode:. ,wh~ ii$ fuze. or
firinI mechAn;.-m was Operated and any unexploded ~e tha.t;" Sh~
signs of having been operated (such as an antitank mine with v~hiC!e
tracks OYer, its location or a m!~e with a h81f~puned detonator wire)
will be regarded as 8 'dud. No attempt will be ~de to disarm,
unfuze, or take up a dud. It will be destroyed in place with explosive.
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8. PACKING AND MARKING FOR SHIPMENT.

.. Packing data for land mines and their components are given
in Table L

b. In addition to nomenclature and lot number, packings offered
for shipment are marked with the Interstate Commerce Co!!'~ission
name or classification of the article, the names and addre~ of con-
signor and consignee, volume and weight, and the code symboL
A~~~= C- I T AILE I .

;'~ -.. . Dr ~ c.. We q..8tity «..J Ft. Ft. (ILJ

BIDCK, ~~on, M2 aDdT--16-' 211*6 % i;i*6%711,32 2.16 1.32 62-

M3 ..

BLOCKS, demolition, 2 2111/18 % 140/18 % 711;32 2.16 1.32 62

chAin, 1.11
CAP, b1astinc, tetryl, 500 22 % 15 % 91h 2.29 1.81 54

electric
CAP, blastinc, tetJ'y1. 5,000 19 % 16 % 8 2.11 1.40 65

electric
EXPLOSIVE, niti' w-m-ch, 50 Quantities and dimensiom

rectangular pq. may vary with diBerent
manufa~tarel-- -

EXPLOSIVE, TNT, rec- 108 17*% 12%9 L48 .L..L.L

'tancular
FUZE, mine, antitank, 100 270/8% 140/4 % 82%2 2.83 2.06 96

H.E., M1Al
FUZE, mine, antitank, 100 270/8 % 14~ % ~ . 2.83 2.06 162practice, M 1 . .

MINE, antiper-.vnnel, M2 10 32 % 13*6 % 91%2 2.93 2.31 93

aDd :M2Al
MINE, aDti~-.uDDe1;.M3 6 17T/,%811/18z~ 1.08.81 72
MINE, antit8Dk, H.E., :Ml 5 . 2614z9ffz 1017/&2 L77 US 68
MINE, antitank, H.E., M1Al 5 261JS Z 9ff z 1017/&2 1.77 1.55 11
MmE, antitank, HE., :M4 5 261;8 z 10 z 1~ 1.8 1.6 68
MINE, antita:ak, ~ M5 4 267.,6 % 110/8 z 12JJS 2.54 2.58 78
:MmE, antitank, practice, Ml 5 26118 z 93/i % 101"/a2 1.77 l.5S 64
:MmE, antitank, practice, 5 26;& z 10 z 1~ L8 L6 37

M1Bl
TORPEDO. b8nD1ore. III 10 630/8 % 1S1/s z S% 6.99 3.13 168

-
6S

-. ..
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ANTITANK MINES AND FUZES
~-7""

General. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 10
Antitank mines ~ .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Practice antitank mines 12

~

Dummy antitank mines 13

Antitank mine fuzes 14
MINE, antitank, nonmetallic, H.E., MS, and FUZE, mine, anti-

tank, chemical, M5 15 .-

~ 10. GENEBAL

a. An antitank mine is any charge of explosive conc;ea1ed or laid

where it may be ~~ over. and ezploded by vehicle. In addition to

the' ~~~1'dized types described below, antitank min~ can be im-

provised from bangalore tOl-pedoes (par. 19) and demolition bl~

(pars. 20, 21, and 22).

11. ANI1TANK MINES.
a. GeneraL This type of mine is shown with principal dimensions

and marking in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. The complete round consists
of three components: the mine body, the spider, and the fuze.

b. Description. The mine body is a squat cylindrical container of
light steel, filled with high explosive. The bottom is plain and the
side has a carr~ handle attached. The top extends beyond the
side to form a. grooved fiange for the attachm~t of the spider. In
the center of the top there is an ~ening for the fuze cup and to the
side there is a capped filli:Qg hole. The fuze is d~~ in para-
graph 14. The spider is in the shape of a wheel and has four ~
attached to the rim for ~bliDg the spider to the Bange on the
mine body. When a~bled, the hub of the spidm- rests on the
Striker head of the fuze. As shipped, the spider is nest-ed to the
bottom of the mine body.

e. FDdug. The following steps are required to ~~ble the com-
plete ro1D1d :

( 1 ) Remove the spider from the bottom of the body.
(2) Insert fuze in fuze cup. Push the fuze down until it 1atch~

When thus assembled, the. \i-ppea- surface Qf the fuze body is Bush
with the upper surface of the mine.

NOTE: Before insertiDi fuze, be S1.U'e that the fuze cup is clear,
,4..~ c...1 that is, no foreign matter present; in the Mine MIAI 01' M4, be sure

the booster is in the bottom of the fuze cup.

(3) Assemble spider. To assemble the spider, a1ine two adjacent
hooks with the two notches in the Bange of the body. Engage the

9
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,FUZE CUPFilliNG HOLE.,

~

;I

RA PO 53881SPIDER

'F;I.~' 12 - MINE, Allfifaak. H.E., M J, as Shipped

Figare 3 - MINE, Aafifaak, H.E., MIAI, as Slripped

other two hooks over the Bange on the body; next press the first two
hooks through the notches; then rotate the spider appro%imately
one-eighth turn in either direction to secure the spider to the body.

(4) Plant mir!~.
(5) Pull safety fork, thereby anning fuze. If the mine is buried

spider down, the safety fork will have to be removed before the
mine is buried. The safety fork should be left beside the mine at-
tached to its cord, never between the body and the spider.

11
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Figure 4 MINE, Antitank, H.E., M4.
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d. UnfDziDg. Mines may be disanned and taken up by reversing
the steps in subparagraph e, above.

r e. Precautions.
~..c, .." I ( I) The safety fork will not be removed except when it is in-

tended to arm the fuze. The fork should not be removed until after
the mine has been planted, unless the mine is planted spider down.
Should the mine be taken up, the safety fork will first be replaced.

CAUTION: Care will be exercised that no undue load is acci-
dentally brought to bear on the spider, especially the" rim, after the
safety fork has been removed. A load of approximately 250 pounds

, on the rim of the spider will actuate the firing mechAn;~- These
, figures refer to static loads; a sharp blow from a much smaller weight

will operate the fuze. In the case of the MI, the fuze is a shear-pin
type, hence a blow or series of blows, while not causing the fuze to
operate, will nick the pins and make the fuze more sensitive so that
it will operate from much lighter loads than those specified above.

(2) To prevent sympathetic detonation of pert or all of a mine
field, mines laid singly on the ground should be 3 feet or more apart;
if planted flush, 2 feet or more apart. Should it be required to give
a more powerful b~ the mines may be buried one on top of
another, or side by side, planted flush, or laid on the surface. If
planted flush, adjacent mines should be in contact; if laid on the
surface, they may be as much as 18 inches apart. Such planting will
insure that all ~~ in the group will detonate, when anyone
detonates. To prevent sympathetic detonation of part or all of the
groups in a mine field, the distances given above should be co.n-es-
pondingl y incr~-,"-~

f. Pa..kiDc. Antitank mines are packed five in a wooden box
which also contains five fuzes. The box is made up with a set of
plywood separators and two sets of grooves. As shipped, the fuzes
are placed in a fuze container which occupies one compartment of the
box; the five mines, with spiders nested to the bo~oms, are packed,
carrying ring up, one in each of the odler five compartments. For
convenience in carrying fuzed mines in the field, the same box, but
with the partitions moved to the second Rt of grooves, may be used.
The box: with five high-explosive ~iDes and fuzes weighs approxi-
mately 71 pounds.

.\ \ ,... g. ModelL MINE, antitank, H. E., Mi, is the original model, which~- ~ baS since been modified. When assembled in complete round the

Mine MIAI is essentially the same as the MI. The dift'erence lies
in the method of issuing the components (compare figs. 2 and 3).
In the caR of the Mine Ml and Fuze MI, the booster is assembled
as an integral part of the fuze, while in the case of the Mine M1Al,
the booster is iaued L~bled in the fuze cup of the mine, the

13
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balance of "the fuze being issued separately as the Fuze M1A2
(fig. 5). The Mine M4 (fig. 4) is similar to the Mine M1A! except
that there is no detonator cavity in the booster, as the detonator is
incorporated in the body of the fuze (fig. 6), and the spider is the
one-piece type (shown with the Practice Mine M 1B 1, fig. 8).

h. Painting. Antitank mines are painted as follows:
( 1 ) The bottom and three-quarters of an inch of the side are

painted yellow.
(2) The balance of the surface and the spider' are painted luster-

less olive-drab.
i. Marking. The top of the mine is marked in black with:

,(1) Type and model of mine. '

(2) Lot number.
(3) Manufacr:urer's initials or symboL

'- (4') Date loaded.
-'. II. I /'~O.- c.. J

, 12. PRACrlCE ANrlTANK MINES.- a. :MINE, Antitank, Practice, MI.
( 1 ) GENERAL. This mine with principal data and markings is

shown as a complete round assembly in figure 7. The complete round
consists of three components, an empty mine body, the spider, and
a fuze.

( 2 ) BoDY AND SpmER. These parts are similar in construction to
the corresponding parts of the high-explosiye mine except that the
body has five I-inch holes equally spaced around the side.

(3) FuZES. Fuzes are described in paragraph 14.
(4) AsSEMBLY (FuZING AND ARMING). The practice ~i~e is as-

sembled in the same ma!'~~er as the service mine, described in para-
graph 11 c.

(5) DISASSE:M:BLY (DISARMING AND UNFUZING). See paragraph
11 d.

(6 ) PACKING AND MARKING. Practice mines are packed in a box
sL1!!ci]ar to that of the high..ezplosive mine, except that the fuze com-
partment is empty. Practice fuzes are ,issued in a separate pa~.
Practice mines are painted blue and marked in white.

b. MINE, Antitank, Practice, MIDI. This model is made of sheet
metal and resembles the service mine except" that the fillli1g bole is
in the bottom of the mine body. The mine is sand-filled to weight
before it is issued for use in ~ctice.

13. DUMMY AN'nT ANK ~ES .
a. In contrast to other types of ammunition where "DUMItIY"

signifies drill ammunition, dummy antitank mines are defined as

14
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., '&.-.

,_..-

simulated mines laid to deceive and confuse the enemy. They are
improvised in the field as the. situation requires.

..'. \
-14. ANTITANK MINE FUZES.
-.. FUZE, MiD~ Antitank, B. E., MI. This fuze, which contains
the booster as an integral part, is used only in the High-explosive
Mine MI. It consists essentially of. ~ striker assembly and a body
which contains the primer, detonator, and booster,. The striker assem-
bly, on the outer end of which is a 2-inch diameter head, protrudes
approximately 3fa inch beyond the body of the fuze. The firing
mech~ nism, contained within the striker assembly, is restrained from
firing when in the armed condition (safety fork withdrawn) by the
collar just below the head ana two shear pins. A force of approxi-
mately 500 pounds on the striker head is required to .actuate tlJe
firing mechanism. A weight of 10 pounds dropped 24 inches will
operate the fuze. When the fuze is assembled to the mine with the
spider in place, these figures are materially reduced. For safety in
shipping and handling, a safety fork, attached to the striker head by
a cord, is fitted over the collar between the striker head and the top
of the fuze body. The safety fork will not be removed except when
it is intended to arm the fuze. The striker head of the fuze is painted
yellow and the side is marked in black with:

( 1) Designation of the fuze.
(2) Loader's lot number.
(3) Loader's initials. .
( 4) Date loaded.
NOTE: When not packed with the mine, this fuze is packed 100

per box.

b. FUZE, Mine, Antitank, H. E., MIAl. This fuze differs from
the Mi, descn"bed above, in that the booster forms. a separate as-
sembly and is assembled to the mine body as issued. The detonator
assembly protrudes from the bottom of the fuze. Upon assembly of
the complete round, the detonator enters a mating cavity in the
booster.

c. FUZE, Mine, Antitank. B. E., M1A2. This fuze (fig. 5) is
identical in outward appearance to the Fuze M!A!. The detonator
is more powerf\J1 to insure a high order explosion.

d. FUZE, Mine, Antitank, H. E., M4. This fuze (fig. 6) func-
tions on the "cricket" or "oilcan" principle. This means that the firing
pin spring consists of a convex metal diaphragm, which when de-
pressed under a weight of approximately 500 pounds, snaps down-
ward with sufficient force to detonate the fuze. The detonator is
assembled within the body of the fuze.

15
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e. Praetiee Fazes.
(1) FUZE, MINE, ANTITANK, PRACTICE, MI. This fuze is sim;1ar

in form and operation to FU~ mine, antitank, K E., M 1 described
above, except that it contains a smoke-puff charge in place of the
booster element.

(2) FUZE, DUMMY (PRACTICE ANTITANK. MINE). This item of
drill ammunition is completely inert. It is made of metal or plastic
to simulate the Service Fuze Ml and has a removable safety fork.

( 3) Th~ fuzes are used with the practice mine body for train-
ing and practice.

.A'- '"'\ ~ I""~'"'~;~ "-'

15. MINE, ANTIT:ANK ~ NONMFrALLIc, H. E., MS, AND FUZE,
MINE, ANrIT:A NK, CBEMI CAL, MS. .

a. General. This round (fils. 9 and 10) is manufactured without
the use of materials which would be'b"ay its presence to an enemy
using an el~uomagnetic mine detector. The mine body consists of
a ceramic bowl contSl;n;ng 5.6 pounds of high explosive and a ceramic
plate which acts as the spider. These components are separated by
a cushion of rubber or sim;181" material and enclosed in a hard paper
container. There is a threaded opening in the top of the mine for
assembly of the fuze and a bake lite plug, in the bottom, which may
be removed for the attaChment of an antiremoval device. BecaUR
of its construction, this mine may be buried without fear of stones
or dirt jAmrn;ng the firing mecn~n;sm and, being waterproof, it may
be installed under water or in swampy ground The fuze consists of
a cylindrical body attached to a threaded plug. Instead of a metal
safety pin, a bake lite cap is screwed on the base of the fuze body.
This cap must be removed before the fuze can be assembled to the
~L~ In addition to this safety cap, which rQU~ the firing pin,
there is a safety ring around the fuze body against the flange of the
plug, which prevents the fuze being screwed home into functioning
position in the mine.

b. FuziDg.
(1) The mine may be fuzed by the following steps. NOTE: The

outer hard paper container of the mine body will be left in place.
(a) Remove the adhesive cover of the fuze cavity and eYAm;ne

the cavity to insure that it is fr.ee of all foreign mat~
(b) RYAm;ne the fuze to insure that it is selViceable and that

the safety ring and safety cap are in place.
(c) Remove the safety cap.
(d) Insert the fuze, with safety ring in place, into the mine and

screw down handtight.
(e) Plant the mine.
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(f) Remove the safety ring. If necessary, back the fuze out one

turn.
(4) Screw the fuze in ~dtight in a clockwi~ direction.
e. Unfuzing. The mine may be taken up by reversing the steps in

subparagraph b, above.
d. Antiremoval Devices. Any of the firing 4evices described in

section V may be attached to this mine by removing the plastic plug
in the bottom of the mine and attaching as described in the para-
graph on the device used It should be bome in mind, however, that
the use of a metallic firing device tends to defeat the purpose of
designing this mine and fuze with no metal ~
,, e. Precautions. In addition to the general precautions to be ob-
R;rved in handling antitank mines and fuzes, care should be exer-
cised in arming the mine to screw the fuze in no more than handtight
and, when taking up the mine, to turn the fuze in a counterclockwise
direction.

f. Marking. MINE, antitank, nonmetallic, H. E., M5, is painted
lusterless olive-drab and marked in yellow.

g. Packing. MINE, antitank, nonmetallic, H. E., MS, and FUZE,
mine, antitank, chemical, M5, are packed four of each to the box

(par. 8).
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17
18
19
20
21
22

General. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

IlDNE, ann~nne~!42 ~, antipenonne~!43 ~JtPEI)D, banga1~ ~1 Demolition materials Bl~ demoliti~ cha~ ~l Demolition blocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . .

16. GENE BAL
a. All antipersonnel mines depend for initiation upon some action

of the enemy. In general, as enemy ~-wDDel will not have the re-
strictions of vision that are imposed upon the driver of an armored
vehicle, it is important that full advantage be taken of every oppor-
tunity for concealment. Therefore, antij)6&~el mines and firing
mechan;sms used thereWith will rec-a~ special attention to the mA;n-
tenance of the neutral color and fini..h,

b. In addition to stan~f'dized antipersonnel mines, this section
also describes other items of demolition material from which antitank
or antipersonnel miIl~ may be improvised. FiriDI mechanisms are
described. in section V.

~

.
.~ , ~ MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, M2.

.. MINE, antipersonnel, M2 ( figs. 11 and 12 ) , is s1_fUilar to a
~All mortar. It projects "a shell about 6 feet in the air, where it
ezplodes. Designed for UR against perwl1nel, it bas an effective radius
of about 30 feet. The ahe11 weighs approzimately 3 pounds, of which
12 percent is high explosive. The shell fuze, which is ignited by the
propellinl charge, contains a delay elemSlt that delays detonation
of the shell until it has attained an eBective hqht. This mine is
fired by the action of a pull wire or a preaure device.

b. DeaeriptiOD.
( 1) The mine (figs. 11 and 12) co!1Si~ of a base plate, a length

of thin-walled steel tubing riveted (M2) or soldered (M2Al) to the
base plate and serving to contain and project the loaded and fuzed
shell, and a ¥4-inch pipe nipple, threaded to the base plate and
eerving as a connection for the firing mechAntsm- The cavity in the
base pJate contains the propelling charge, which consists of 20 grains
of black powder ~mbled in a small bag. The tube, containing the
fuzed shell, is .aled with a metal cap. Attached to the pipe nipple
is a coupling into which is fitted the primer and igniter assembly.
The ~er is protected during handling and shipment by a hez.-
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agonal cap. FUZE, mine, antipersonnel, M2, is shipped separately
in a tube, in the saine box with the mine.

(2) The fuze issued with this mine consists of the Combination
Firing Device Ml (par. 24) with an igniter cap attached The base
and igniter are assembled to the mine and the firing pin assembly is
supplied, disassembled, in the same carton. It is a simple type firing
mechanism containing a spring-loaded firing pin. It may be fired by
means of a trip wire connected to the release pin riDi or by pressure
applied to the pressure cap (fig. 11). A pressure of 20 to 40 pounds
on the pressure ca'P or tension of 3 to 6 pounds on the release pin
will cause release of the firing pin and detonation of the mine.
Lengths' of wire packed with the mines are for connecting to the. reo.

" lease pin ring and making trippin& devices. The wire supplied with

some mines is olive-drab; that supplied witl1 others is sand colored

e. Operation. To assemble the mine, remove the hexagonal cap
from the primer and, after making sure that the locking screw and
safety pin are in place, screw the firing pin assembly onto the primer.

(1) To PLANT OR PREP,ARE FOR ACTION (par. 24 e).
(a) Be sure the locking screw and safety pin are in place.
(b) Place the mine on a firm foundation.
( c) Remove the hexagonal cap from the primer and screw on the

firing pin assembly.
(d) Attach trip wire or install the pressure trip on the pressure

cap.
(e) Check to see that the trip wire is not too tight or that there

is not too much weight on the pressure cap.
(f) Remove the locking screw.
(~) Remove the safety pin. If the safety pin tends to bind, the

device is ~~e and' should Dot be used.
(h) Special Safety Precaution. This device may fire if the releaE

pin is rotated after the locking screw is loosened or removed and
the safety pin is removed. Do not adjust the position of th~ release
pin unless the. safety pin and locking screw are securely in place.

(2 ) To PICK Up' OR RECoVER.
( a ) Replace safety pin and screw .the locking ~W in place.
(b) Cut the trip wire or remove the press~ tripping device from

the preaure cap.
(c) Take up the mine.
(d) Remove fuze, screw on the hexagonal cap, and return the mine

and components to original packing.

d. Precautions.
( 1 ) No attempt will be made to disassemble the ~e (except to
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remove the firing pin assembly when the mine is picked up). Mines
With l~ caps or primers will not be used until inspection by
ordn2-nce pe"r5Onnel shows that the igniter and propelling charge
have not been damAged by moisture, and the mine cap and primer
assembly have been resealed.

(2) When mines are being planted, place the hexagonal cap from
the primer and the locking screw and safety cotter pin near the body
of the mine, in a position where they may be readily found if it is
necessary to pick up or recover the mines.

(3) While this mine is water resistant, it should not be expected
to function after prolonged submergence in water.

e. Marking and P~Jdng.
(1) The mine and the fuze are painted lusterless olive-drab, ex-

cept for the Bange of the mine base, which is painted yellow. Sten-
ciled on the Bange is the type and model of the mine, the lot number,
manufacturer's symbol, and date of loading.

(2) The mine is packed one per corrugated paper carton. The
carton also contains the firing pin aSRmbly and. 1 spool of four
26-foot lengths of wire. Ten such containers are packed in a wooden
box. The boxes are marked "O~IVE DRAB" or "SAND COLOR"
to indicate the color of the wire packed therein (par. 8).. .'"\ .t ~~_:7- L- I .

~ !L MINE, ANrlPERSONNEL, MS.
..-"'"- .. GeneraL The MINE, antipersonnel, M3, is a fragmentation

(.:. I type of land mine intended primarily for use against personnel. The
complete round consists of the mine, a hollow cast-iron block contain-
iDe TNT, and FUZE, mine, antipersonnel,. M3. It has an effective
radius against personnel of 10 yards when fired at the surface of
the ground. The effective radius is sliIhtly increased when the mine
is used ~yara1. feet above gro1md leVel, and is decr~ when the
mine is buried in the ground. Fragments of the mine may be thrown
more than 100 yards and suitable protection should be provided for
friendly per-ol1nel within this radius.

b. Deeeription. .
( 1) The MINE, antipersonnel, M3, is shown with principal dimen-

sions in figure 13. The cast-iron casing is filled with a O.9O-pouna
charge of Baked TNT. In two opposite sides and one end, there are
holes below which are cap weDs. Anyone of these holes may be
used. As shipped, the holes are closed wi~ plastic plugs. In the end
opposite the weD is a filling hole which is closed with a metal disk.

(2) FUZE, mine, antipersonnel, M3 (fig. 14), consists of a special
blasting cap (U. s. Army blasting cap, type A) crimped to the
Combination Firing Device Ml (par. 24) for use with this mine.
The firing device contains a spring-loaded firinI pin and a primer.
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Figure 14 - FUZE, Miae, Aafipersonnel, M3

It may be fired by means of a cord or. wire connected to the release

pin ring, or by pr~.Jre applied to the pressure cap. A preaure of

20 to 40 pounds on the pI'~1.D'e cap, or a tension of 3 to 6 po\mds

on the release pin, will release the firing pin and detonate the primer.

Wire is furnished for connecting to the pun ring for mA1r:;ng tripping

devices. A safety pin located in a hole in the firing pin, and a locking

screw bearing on a groove in the firiDI pin, pi"utect the firing device

from accidental functioning during shipping and handling. The firing

device is issued unaaembled to the mL~

e. Operation. To assemble the mine, it is only necessary to' re-

move the closing plug' from the desired fuze hole and to ~-cw in

the firing device finnly. Be sure that the weD is clear of foreign

material and that the detonator enters freely.

(1) To PLANT OR PREPARE FOR ACTION (par. 24 e).

(a) Remove the closing plug. Use the wrench packed with the

!nL~~.
(b) Assemble the fuze to .the mine.

(c) Attach a trip wire to the release pin ring, 'or install a pressure

trip on the pressure cap.

(d) Check to see that the trip wire is not too tight, or that there

is not too much weight on the pressure cap.. .

(e) Remove the lor-~ screw and safety pin. If the safety pin

tends to bind, the fuze is '_'nsaf'e and should not be used

(f) Special S~ety Precaution. This device may fire if the release
pili is rotated after the locking scr~w is l~ed or removed, and

the safety pin is removed. Do not adjust. the position of the release

pin unless the safety pin and locking ~ are securely in place.
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(2) To PICK UP OR RECoVER.
(a) Replace the safety pin and screw the locking screw in place.
(b) Cut the trip wire or remove the pressure tripping device from

the pressure trip.
(c) Take up the mine.
(d) Remo~ the fU%e from the mine and replace the closing plug.
(e) Repack the components in their original packing. The fiber

case in which the fuze is packed should be resealed.

de PreeautiODB.
(1) No attempt will be made to disassemble the mine or com-

,ponents, except to remove or replace the fuze hole closing plug and
'assemble or remove the fuze.

( 2 ) Do not remove the locking screw or safety pin from the fuze
until the mine is placed and the installation is checked to see that
there is not too much tension on the pull ring, or too much pressure
on the pressure cap.

(3) Protect the fuze from shock, heat, and friction.
( 4) When the mines are being planted, place the fuze hole plug,

locking screw, and the safety pin in a position where they may be
readily found if necessary to pick up and recover 'the mines.

( 5) Exposure to moisture will not affect the operation of the
mine. However, the mine is not waterproof, and should not be planted
in positions where it will be immei"ied in water for more than a
few days.

e. Marking and Pa~.kiDg.
( 1) MARKING. The mine body and the fuze are painted olive-drab

with markings in black. On one side are marked the type and model
of the mine, metal parts manufacturer's lot number, and date of
manufacture. The opposite side is marked with the type and model,
loader's lot number, and date of loading. The closing disk is painted

yellow.
(2 ) PACKING. Six mines are packed in a wooden packing case,

which also contains six fuzes. The fuzes are packed in sealed cylin-
drical fiber containers which, in turn, are packed in compartments
in one end of the packinc box. Packed in the box is a anaU wrench
which fits the square holes in the plastic plugs in the mine and is
used for unscrewing them prior to assembling the fuzes. Six spools
of wire for making tripping devices are also packed in the box. Each
spool has four 26-foot lengths of wire. The boxe;s are marked "OLIVE
8:RAB" or "SANB C8LeR" to indicate the color of the wire pecked
therein (par. 8).
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j2.. TORPEDO, BANGALORE, MI.
a. Deaeription.
( 1) The bangalore torpedo (fig. 15) is a tube or pipe filled with

high explosive, primarily used for blasting an opening through wire
entanglements or for cl~aring mine fields. The TORPEDO, bangal9re,
Ml, consists of a steel tube 5 feet in length and 21fs inches in diameter
which is grooved and capped at eaCh end The tube is filled with
amatol, with about 4 inches of TNT at each end The weight of ex-
plosive charge is about 9 pounds. Each end of the tube is capped
and contains a recess or weD to accommodate a detonator or blast-
ing cap attached to any of the standg"d firing devices described in
section V. A nose sleeve which fits on the end of the torpedo, and
connecting sleeves for assembling the torpedoes in multiple lengths,
are provided The torpedoes and acCessories are painted lusterless
olive-drab.

(2) In addition to clearing wire ~~n&1ements and mine fields,
this torpedo may. also be used as an antitank mine or antipersonnel
mine. Beca~ of its high percentage of e%plosive ch~e, it may alsobe used for demolition P\D'poses.. .

b. Components and Aceeaaories. The foilowing p&I"ts are used
for detonating the torpedoes or placing them in multiple aaembly.

(1) DETONATOR.
(a) Electric or nOnelectric blasting cap may be used to detonate

the torpedo. U .commercial blasting caps are used, a combination
(tetI'yI) de'!>nator, equivalent to a No. 8, 01' stronger', blasting cap
should be used.

(b) Primacord may be USed by insertiD&' primacord in the weDand wedging it in place. .

(2) NOSE SL-~ This is a roUI!d-~ point which fits over th.e
end of a torpedo (fig. 15). It contains a single clip which holds it
in place. The nose sleeve is provided for ease. in pushiD& the torpedo
through obstacles such as heavy brush or barbed wire. It is not neces-
sary for the pi"oper functioning of the torpedo.

(3) CoNNECTING SLEEVE. The connectine sleeve (fig. 15) is a
short tube into which the ends of two torpedo tubes will fit and be
held by three spring clips. It is used when assembling the torpedoes
in multiple lengths.

e. Asaembly. The sleeves and torpedo are. a1ined and forced to-
gether until the &prine clips on the sleeve snap into the eroove on
the end of the torpedo.

(1) ..A--B.~~MBLY IN MULTIPLE LENGTHS. To assemble in multiple
lengths, fit a ~ sleeve over the leading end of the torpedo. Then
fit a connecting sleeve on the other end and fit another torpedo into
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the sleeve. Add additional sleeves and torpedoes until the desired
length is obtained One detonator in the cap well at the end will
detonate the entire line of torpedoes.

d. Pa5ing. TORPEDO, bangalore, Ml, is packed 10 in a box,
which also contains 10 connecting sleeves, and 1 nose sleeve (par. 8).

20. DEMOLITION MATERIAlS.
a. E:l:plosives. Half- and quarter-pound blocks of compressed

TNT and nitrostarch, respectively, are supplied for demolitions and
like p\U'PO8es. These may be used either by themselves with any of
the firing mechanisms (sec. V) equipped with a detonator, or may
be used to augment any of the mines described herein.

NOTE: Nitrostarch is more sensitive than TNT, consequently
nitrostarch blocks will not be crushed or broken.

b. Primacord. Primacord consists of a fiexible tube filled with
high explosive. It is ordinarily used to transmit a detonation from
a blasting cap to a charge of high ezplosive or from one charge of
high ezplosive to another without requiring the U$e of a second cap.
In addition to its function of tran~jtting a detonation;, primacord
contains enough high ezplosive so that it may be used as the Tn.A;n
charge of a booby trap by Tn~ 1l;ng a flat coil about 3 inches in
diameter' of 12 to 20 feet of primacord and taping nails, empty
cartridge cases, or other metal fragments around it.
t., ~~ c /

21. BLOCKS, DEMOlJ'nON, CHAIN, MI.
a. General. BLOCKs, demolition, chain, Ml, assembly (figs. 16

and 17), consists of eight 2- by 2- by II-inch blocks of tetrytol
strung on a 16-foot length of primacord (par. 20 b) and packed- in
a haversack. The assembly is provided primarily for demolition pur-
poses and is designed for ease in UR and ba.D.dIing. The entire chain,
or any part of the chain, may be used laid out in a line, wrapped
around an object, or as packed in the haversack.

b. Description. Each block is rectangular in shape and is en-
closed in a crinkle kraft paper baI- Printed on the bag in at least
one place, is the designation: "DEMOLITION BLOCKs, Ml (TET-
RYTOL). MUST BE DETONATED BY CORPS OF ENGINEERs,
U. S. ARMY, BLASTING CAP. ONE BLOC:K - SIX 1/2-LB. TNT
BLOCK&. The blocks are cast in place on the primacord with 8
inches b.:::-tw-coeu blocks and 2 feet of priinacord free at each end.
They consist of tetrytol, which is 75 percent tet:ryl and 25 percent
TNT, with a cylindrical pellet of tet1'y1 cast in each end of each
block. The dimensions of the haversack are appro.ximately 121/2 by
9 by 4Yz inches, and its weight, packed, is 22.5 pounds.

e. Claraeteristies. Tetrytol is more powerful and more brisant
than TNT: hence these blocks are more effective in cutting steel
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and in demolition work. If necessary, each block may be broken
within its bag, but care should be exercised not to break the prima-
cord. The blocks and primacord are comparatively insensitive to
shock, but the assembly, 'dJat is, with tetryl pellet, is slightly more
sensitive than TNT.

d. Use. It is nec-essary to detonate the primacord by means of
a blasting cap or detonator in order to fire the entire ~hA;n- Sympa-
thetic detonation of unconnected blocks can be obtained when they
are separated by as much as 10 inches of air.

22. DEMOunON BLOCKS.-
L BLOCK, Demolition, M2. BI~ demolition, M2 (fig. 17),

is a rectangular block of tetJ'ytol 2 by 2 by 11 inc-~ with a
detonator well in each end At the outer end of each well there is an
adapter threaded to receive any of the staD~rd firing devices. At
the inner end of each well, there is a tetryl pellet cast in the block
to act as a booster. Each block is wrapped in olive-drab paper on
which is printed "BLOCK, DEMOLITION, M2" and "EQUIV A-
LENT TO SIX 1h -POUND TNT BLOCKS". This block, except for
the replacement of the primacord by detonator wells, is mm,IAr to
BLOCKs, demolition, chain, MI. It is packed in the same mAnner and
has the same properties and uses.

b. BLO<X, Demolition, MS. BI~ demolition, M3, is a rec-
tangular 21f.-pound block of plastic explosive 2 by 2 by 11 inches.
It is packed in a cardboalrd box which is marked:

mGH EXPLOSIVE
Composition 0-2

"One block is equivalent to six ¥2-pound TNT blocks."
( 1 ) This plastic explosive can be moulded by haIld into any

desired shape or position. and is very efficient as a result of the
good contact thus obtained combined with its high power. The ex-
plosive is plastic at temperatures ranging from 20 F below to 125 F
above zero and is resistant to the action of water. BLOCK, demoli-
tion, M3, is pecked in a cart-1_~rd box, eight such bn~es per haver-
sack, two haversacks per box.

e. BlnCK., Demolition, M4. BLOCK, demolition, :M:4, is a 112-
pound block of bi,gb.explosive composition C 2, packed in a card-
board box 6.75 by 1.5 by 1 inch. These are ~~~ without haver-
sack, about 52 pounds per wooden box.
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23
24
25
26
27
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General. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .
~bmanon firing device!41 .. Pul1firingdeviceMl ~ure firing de~ce!41 Releasefiringdevice:!41 Blasting caps

23 . GENE HAL
a. Any of the firing mech~D;sms described herein may be used,

with the appropriate detOnator or igniter, with any of the devices
descn"bed in the preceding section.

cl
~9-

.3$- COMBINATION FIRING DEVICE MI. .

a. Description. This is a nonelectric m~nAni~ designed for ~
with a trip wire or a pressure arrangement. The device (figs. 18 and
19) consists of a head, body, and base (:figs. 11, 12, and 14). The
base, contAining the primer, has, an e%tension to which an igniter or
a detonator may be attached The base is threaded below to -=rew
into a mine or demolition block, and above tQ receive the body
housing. The body contains a spring-loaded firing pin which ~-"-~-~
through the head The firing pin is grooved to receive the locking
screw and relea~ pin as it pa~ thro1Jgh the head and is drilled to
receive the safety pin above the head.. The pressure cap fits over
the top of the firing pin.

h. FunetioD. When the locking ~w and safety pin are removed,
the releaR pin, Which bears in the groove in the firing pin, holds it
against the firing pin sprint. A pull of 3 to 6 pounds on the rinK
attached to the outer end of the release pin releases the firine pin.
Also a force of 20 to 40 pounds on the pr~t.Jre cap forces the release
pin back, thus releasing the firing pin. Driven by the firing pin Spring,
the pin strikes the primer which ezplodes, sending a spurt of fire
through the extension in the baSe, initiating the igniter or detonator
attached thereto.

e. InstaD.tion.
( 1 ) IN A,N-'£-U'ARSONKEL MINES M2 AND M3. As issued with Anti-

personnel Mine :M:2 the firing device has an igniter attached to the
base. The base is separated from the body of the firin& device and
assembled to the mine. The firing pin aSRmbly, desi&D8ted FUZE,
mine, antipe~l, M2, is supplied with the mine but not 8sse!!!bled
to it. As issued for the Antipersonnel Mine M3 the device is complete
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and bas a blasting cap assembled. This assembly is designated FUZE,
mine,- antipersonnel, M3. In this case the fuze is packed separately,
but in the same packing box with the mine. For installation, see

paragraphs 17 and 18.
(2) FOR INSTALLATION IN OTHER CHARGES.
( a) Prepare and place the mine charge. In addition to the standard

mines supplied, the mine charge may be a fragmentation hand gre-
nad~ primacord, bangalore torpedo, or any explosive which can be
detonated by the Army special nonelectric: cap or by primacord. The
proCedure to be followed is the same as for the placing of any dem-
olition charge where a nonelectric cap is used. If the firing device
.and the charge are not to be placed together, primacord may be used
to connect them, by taping or tying three turns around a demolition
block or inserting the end of the primacord into a fuze hole and
wedging it there with a twig or piece of wood. The other end of the
primacord is formed into a short loop and taped securely to the
blasting cap on the firing device. Necessary waterproofing arrange-
ments should be made where the charge is exposed to the weather.
If severe weather conditions are anticipated, or the :in-~~tion is
expected to be subjected to weather for a long period, it is necessary
to take additional steps to seal the connection between the firing de-
vice base and the blasting cap. A smA 11 amount of heavy grease, wax,
ca~~1ing compound, or any other suitable waterproofing material
which is available should be applied in mA 1l;ng all joints,

(b) Remove the base con~in;ng the primer, leaving the safety
screw and safety pin in plaCe.

(c) Remove the cardboard protector tube from the tip.
(d) Slide the open end of a nonelectric cap over the projection on

the baR and crimp, usinK cap.crimpers. This should be done carefully
as only a tight crimp will result in a waterproof joint between the

baR and the blasting cap.'
(.e) Screw the base, with blasting cap attached, to the device.
(I) Insert the blasting cap into the charge or tape primacord to

the cap.
(3) FOR USE As A PULL T-yn FIRING "N...:E..CB-4.NISM.
(a) Anchor the firing device as clOR to the mine charge as possible.
(b) Install the trip wire. Always start from the far end. Fasten the

trip wire to a peg, bush, or other anchor, and then lay it out toward
the mine. There should be no tension on the trip wire. Before connect-
ing the trip wire to the .firing device, step off to the side and inspect
to see that the wire is not visible. Rearrange it, if necessary, so that

it is not visible.
( c) Attach the trip wire to the firing device. . It must place no

~on on the device.
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(4) FOR USE As A PRESS-~ FIRING !.4'1-C!!.UISM (par. 26).
(a) Prepare the pr~.Jre trip installation, ma1r:;ng sure that there

is a firm attachment for the firing mechan;sm and that the pressure
trip does not bear too heavily on the pressme cap.

(b) Attach blasting ~p and prime charge as above.
(c) In.--+.an mec"an;~ and pressure trip. Make sure that the

~d-~~tion is not detectable.
(5) The final operation is to remove the locking screw while

~e safety pin is in place. If there is too much pressure or tension
on dle firing device the safety pin will tend to bind and the installa-
tion should be checked. If the safety pin does not bind, gently re-
move it and leave both safety pin and 1~..:king screw concealed near
the mine in case it should be necessary to disarm and take up the-
~~

25. puu., FIRING DEVICE MI.
a. Deeeription. The Pull Firing Device :Ml (procured from Corps

of En&ineers) is a nonelectrical m~~sm, designed primarily for
use with a trip wire, for firing mines or other explosive charges. A
direct pull of from 3 to 5 pounds applied to the trip wire releases the
firing pin, which is driven by the compression spring into a percussion
cap fitted in the base. This percussion cap fires a nonelectric blasting
cap, attached to the base, which in turn detonates the explosive
charge. The device (figs. 18 and 20)' meaSures approximately 43/4
inches long by 5fa inch diameter. It consists of a head, a housing tube,
and a base. The head contains a release pin, a safety pin, and a
loading spring. The housing tube contains the firing pin, the firing
pin comlX'ession spring, and a second safety pin which' pa~~ through
the body between the finDS pin and the percussion cap. The base
contains a &ac~ into which a percussion cap is placed, and a pro-
,jection to which a nonelectric blasting cap is cnmpec:! when the firing
device is loaded. The firing m~hanjSID consists of a firing pin, a
compression spring, a release pin aSRmbly, and a loading spring.
The split h~d of the firing pin is forced ag8inst pressure of th,e com-
pression spring through a smA 11 opening or well, in the housing.
The release pin enters into and ezpands the split head of the firing
pin spindle against the sides of the well, thus prE:'VeIiting its return,
although the striker is under p-eame from the compression spring.
The releaR pin is held in position by the loading spring. Holes in
the main head and in the release pin allOw insertion of Safety pins,
thus preventing accidental muv~ent of the release pin to fire the
cap. A ~ldered joint is made between the m~jn head and the housing
tube, ~ that this part of the device canDnt be taken apart. A short
piece of amble wire terminating in a loop is attached to the housing
tube at this joint. This is to be used as an anchorage for the ~
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device. The ring on the releaR pin facilitates fastening the trip wire
to the device. The safety pin through the body positively restrains
the firiDI pin from striking the percussion cap.

b. Functioning. When the safety pins are removed, a pull of
from 3 to 5 pounds applied through a distance of about %2 inch is
sufficient to overcome the resistance of the loading spring and cause
the tapered end of the releaR pin to be withdrawn from within the
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split head of the firing pin. The split head of the spindle, being DO
longer fOrced against the well, slips through \Jnder the influence of
the compression spring. This forward movement of the firing pin
continues until it strikes the head of the percussion cap contained
in the base of the device. The percussion cap is thus fired, and
detonates a nonelectric cap cr1mpe:d to the base.

e. Installation. This device is installed in a m~nner sim;l~r to the
combination firing device (par. 24) except that the safety pin dlrougb
the body is removed last, after all other preparations have beeI1
made and t~ .

d.. P~.kiq. Pull firing devices are pecked in boxes, each box con-
i"A;n;ng five devices complete with percussion caps and two SO-foot
spools of light trip wire. The boxes measure 43/4 by 41fa by 15/a
inches. Each full box weighs 1 pound 3 ounces.

26. PRESSURE FIRING DEVICE MI.
a. DeeeriptioD. The Preaure Firing Device M I (procured from

Corps of Engineers) is a DOnelectrical device designed to cause the
detonation of antipersonnel mines or other explosive charges when
the device is subjected to a pre8S"tJre of 30 pounds or more. The
device (figs. 18 aDd 21) is mounted on a rectangular metal base
plate, measuring 2 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches, and is composed of a barrel,
head, and base. The barrel contains the firing mechanism and a
safety pin. The head, perm~~t1y joined to the barrel, contains the
trigger assembly. The base, which screws into the barrel, Contains
a recea into which a perCussiml cap fits an4 a projection over which
a nonelectric blasting cap is crimped. (The base and percussion cap
are identic8I With those used ~ the Pull Firing Device MI.) The
firing mrhAn;sm consists of a striker ~bly, a striker spring, a
trigg~ aaembly, and a triaer spring. The striker assembly consists
of a round spindle, with a groove tbree-eighths of an inch from the
end opposite the striker, the striker head, and a firing pin mounted
on the striker head. The triger unit consists of a large, fiat head
mounted on a trigger pin eztending through the side and down into
the barrel The trigger pin has a .pear-shaped hole in it. The small
section of the spindle fits in the ana IJ end of a pear-shaped hole
so that the striker spring is unable to cau. movement ~f the striker
and firing pin. A safety clip ext~ around the trigger pin, ~een
the -barrel and the trigger heed. No appreciable movement of the
trigger pin against the action of the trig~ spring is possible until
the safety clip is removed. The firing pin is i'e-u-ained from striking
the percussion cap until the safety pin through the. body is removed.

h. Functioning. When the safety clip is removed, a force of from
25 to 35 polmds applied to the trigger head through a disf'~~ of
th.!ee-sixteentbs of an inch is sufficient to overcome the resistance of
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'reSS8re Firing Device ..1FIgure 21

the 'bigger spring and cause the trigger pin to move into the barrel,
permitting the striker and firing pin to be driven forward and strike
the percussion cap. The percussion cap detonates a nonelectric blast-
ing cap crimped to the projection on the base.

e. 'IDataDation. To install the Pressure Firing Device'Ml, the pr0-
cedure is as follows:

( 1 ) Prepare and place the mine charge as for the combination
firing device (par. 24).

( 2 ) Keeping the safety clip in position on the firing device, re-
move the base contA;n;ng the percussion cap.

(3) PlaCe the firing device in position at the location where it
is to be used. Be sure that it has ~1id fOoting. Place the yl: essure
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device in plac_e and see that it does not bear too heavily on the
trigger head

( 4) Slide the open end of the nonelectric cap around the pro-
jection .on the base, and crimp, using the cap crimper.

( 5) s..."TeW the base, blasting cap attached, to the device.
(6) Prime the charge. When primacord is used, tape the looped

end of the primacord to the bla~ cap in the proper manner and
run the other end to the charge. If primacord is not used, insert the
blasting cap into a block of ~1osive. .

(7) Next remove the safety clip gently. The safety clip should
pull oft' very easily; a sudden jerk may cause the device to fire pre-
maturely. If the safety clip does not pull off easily, check the in-
stallation to make sure that there is no pressure on the trigger pin.

(8) The final operation, after all parts of the installation have
been checked, is to remove the safety pin. When the device is
firmly anchored, it is good practice to remove safety clip and safety
pin from a safe ~ct~~ce, using a string or length of wire for the

purpose.
(9) When the firing device is employed with the Fragmentation

Hand Grenade Mk. n, unscrew the grenade fuze assembly without
removing the safety pin. Utilize the fiber washer under the fuze head
assembly by placing it under the Bange of the firing device base.
Screw the firing device base, with nonelectric blasting cap attached,
back into the grenade in place of the fuze a~bly . Place the
grenade, with firing device attached, and carefully camoufiage the

installation.
. d. Paeking. These firing devices are packed in boxes con~;n;ng

five devices each, complete with percussion caps. A full box weighs
1 pound 14 ounces, and measures 43/4 by Is;. inches.

27. RELEASE FIRING DEVICE MI.
a. Deeeription. The ReleaR Firing Device M 1 is a nonelectrical

firing device: designed to operate when a restrainina load is removed
from it. The device (fig. 22) measures approximately 2'1. by 1'1.
inches, and consists of a cube-6haped body con~;ning the lever,
spring, and firing pin, mounted on a naj1inl bracket, The end of the
body is provided with a female connection to take the standard
firing device base used in the other types of firing device. The firing
mechAn;~ consists of the latch, spring lever, spring, and f1riDI pin.
The lauh normally is held in position by the safety pin. Two 3ft rinch
diAmeter boles are provided on the sides to permit the irisertion of
a nail or stiff wire to act as an a"Yi1iAry safety device by blocking
the spring lever from striking the firing pin. When cocked, the device
is r gU aiDed from firing as long as there is at least a 2-pound load
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on the top face of the .latch. A nailing bracket is provided by a thin
plate 3/4 of an inch wide by 4 inches long, spot-welded to the bottom
of the body.

b. Functioning. In order to remove the safety pin, a weight of at
l~ 2 pounds must be applied to the exposed surface of the latch.
After the safety pm is remQVed, the removal of the load on the latch
automatically frees the spring lever which, propelled by the spring,
swings through and strikes the filing pin at the end of its Hight,
firing the percussion cap and detonating a nonelectric cap crimped
to the base.

e. Installation. Prepare and place the mine charge as for the other
filing devices (par~ 24 c (2».

( 1 ) Slide the o~n end of a nonelectric cap over the projection
on the base and crimp, using cap crimpers. This should be done care-
fully to insure a tight crimp and a waterproof joint between the baseand the blasting cap. .

(2) Provide a level, solid foundation on which the device is .to
rest. If a board is available, utilize it as a. foundation -and nail the
device to it.

(3) Be sure the safety pin is in place. Insert. a nail or wire through
the side holes as an additional safety device.

( 4) Screw the base with the .blasting cap attached, into the device.
( 5 ) Insert the blasting cap in the charge.
(6) Place the restraining load (anti~ mine, heavY. book, etc.)

on the exposed surface of the latch.
( 7 ) Remove the safety pin and then the additional safety device

(nail or wire). Be careful not to. disturb the restra;n;ng load.

28. BLASnNG. CAPS.
&. Blasting caps consist, in general, of a copper tube contAining

a charge of detonating e"xplosive, usually te'tryl, arid a smaller charge
of initiating explosive which on initiation by an electric current
(electric caps) or a fiame (nonelectric caps) detonates the larger
charge. A current of at least 0.5 ampere each is necessary to insurethe detonation of electric caps (fig. 23). ..
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
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TM 9-1940, 15 July 1943, is changed as follows:

1. PURPOSE A~~ SCOPE.
* . . . . . .

Tactical information on this ma~rie1 may be foundd. (Added.)
in FM 5-31.
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* . . . * . .
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0 1 LAND MINE

11. METALLIC ANTITANK MINES.
. . . . ). . .

c. Fuzing .
. . . . . . .

(2) Insert fuze in . . .. of the mine.
NOTE: Before inserting fuze. . . the fuze cup. lD8pect

the hooks of the spider io make certain that aU four fit snugly over
the flange of the mine body. H they do DOt, they should be bent
forward as far as necessary to fit securely.

* . . * * . .

Figure 1, Mine, antitank, H. E., MI, fuzed, is rescinded.
Figure 2, Mine, antitank, H. E., Ml, as shipped, is rescinded.
(5) Pull safety fork, thereby arming fuze. If the mine is buried

spider down, or in amiDe cover, the safety fork will be removed just
before the mine is plaDted.

. * . . . . .

)

e. Precautions.
(1) The safety fork. . . ann tbe fuze. The fork should

not be removed until after the mine has been planted, unless the mine
is planted spider down or in a mine cover. Should the mine . . .
first be replaced.

CAUTION: Care will be . . . the firing mechaniAm. These
figures refer to static loads; a sharp blow from a much smaller weight
will operate the fuze.

*! ,*..
g. Models. MINE, antitank, H. E., MIAI, is issued with the

booster assembled in the fuze cup of the mine, the balance of the fuze
being issued separately as the Fuze MIA2 (fig. 5). (The Mine M4
* * * MIBl, fig. 8).

. . ..

* * * * .. . .
11.1 MINE, ANTITANK, H. E., LIGHT, T7 (M7). (Added.)

a. General. The T7 mine is a metallic lightweight, qu&rt-size
antitank mine. It may. also be used as an antipersonnel mine. The
complete mine consists of three components: the loaded mine body,
the pressure plate, and the fuze (fig. 4.1).

b. Description.
(1) The mine body is a rectangular container (approximately 7 by

4~ by 2~ inches) filled with a high explosive charge of tetrytol. The
fuze well is located in the center of the top surface and at one end is
an activator well that will accommodate any standard firing mech-
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anism. The pressure plate is shaped to the contour of the mine body
and is slotted so that it may be guided by rivets in the sides of the
mine body, into position over the fuze. A small circular pad on the
under side of the pressure plate bears against the head of the fuze.

(2) The fuze issued \\;th this mine is FUZE, chemical mine anti-
tank, T9. A brass piston protrudes from the fuze body through a
circular opening in a steel spring. A safety key straddles the com-

--
Figure 4.1.

pression sleeve which is located between the fuze body and piston
head. A force of approximately 300 to 400 pounds on the pressure
plate is required to activate the fuze.

e. FuDDl.(1) Lift pressure plate and insert fuze, first being sure the well is

free of any foreign matter.
(2) Remove safety key.(3) Slide pressure plate into position over the fuze. Center the

plate 80 the rivets in the sides of the mine are located in the vertical

slots of the pressure plate.
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(4) Plant mine. Pr~ure plate side may be up or down.
d. DefuDng. This mine may be defuzed by reversing the steps in

e above.
e. Antiremoval De'riees.
(1) Any standard firing mechA.n1.qm with a Corps of Engineers

blasting cap crimped to it, may be inserted in the activator well.
For methods of installation, refer to paragraphs 24 'to 26, inclusive.

(2) The mine may be disarmed as follows:
(Go) Replace -all safety devi~.
(6) Cut pull or trip wires.
(c) Unscrew the firing mechA.n1ATn from the activator well.
(d) Unscrew the base from the firing mechA.niATn. Store these two

items separately.
CAUTION: DO NOT .A TrEMPT TO REMOVE THE BLAST-

IN G CAP FROM THE BASE.

MINE, antitank, H. E., heavy, T6E1 showing pressure plate
plug in SAFE position".

Figure 4.2.
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11.2 MINE, ANTITANK, R. E., REA VY, T6El. (Added.)
a. General. The complete mine (fig. 4.2) consists of the loaded

mine body, the fuze, and the pr~ure plate plug. In addition to the
fuze well, two threaded activator wells are located in the mine body,
one in the bottom and one on the side.

b. Description.
(1) The round steel mine body has a base diameter of 13 inch~ and

is loaded with approximately 12 pounds of TNT. It is painted olive-
drab, with markings st:enciled in yellow. Both activator wells are
threaded to receive the M1 activator (fig. 4.5). The carrying handle
is attached to the bottom of the mine. Assembled to the mine body
is a round p~ure plate, 7~ inchM in diameter, cOntaining the re-
versible pressure plate plug which covers the fuze well. The pr~ure
plate is supported internally by circular (Belleville) springs. The

MINE, antitank, H. E., heoyY, T6£1 showing pressure plate
plug in ARMED position.

Figure 4.3.
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maximum. height of the mine is 3" inches. This mine is not affected
by stones, dirt, or moisture. .

(2) Upon issue the pressure plate plug is screwed in the pressure
plate in SAFE position (fig. 4.2). When the plug is unscrewed and
removed, the fuze retaining spring is exposed at the top of the fuze
well. After the fuze is inserted, the plug is reversed and inserted so

.

that the solid center portion of the plug r~tB directly over the top of
the fuze. The plug will then be in ARMED position (fig. 4.3). Pres-
sure of 350 pounds or more on the pressure plate, with the plug in
ARMED position, will cause the fuze to function and detonate the.
mine.

(3) FUZE, chemical, mine, antitank, T8El (fig. 4.4), is armed for
firing when the safety key is withdrawn. The safety key will not be
removed except immediately before placing the fuze in the fuze well.

6 AGO M2C
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(4) ACTIVATOR, MI (fig. 4.5), is a plastic adaptor approxi-
mately 2 inches long. It has a threaded plug in the head and a tetryl
booster charge in the cylindrical cup at the opposite end. The plug
and cork gasket are removed from the head to accommodate any
standard firing mechanism. The base is threaded to fit into the
side or bottom activator well of the mine. This activator must be
used to assemble a firing mechA.niAm to the mine. When fired, the
primer of the firing mechA.niAm ignit.es the activator booster charge
which detonates the mine.
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ACTIVATOR M 1.Figure 4.5.

c. Fadng of the Mine.
(1) Remove pressure plate plug.
(2) Inspect fuze well to be certain it is clear of any foreign matter.
(3) Remove safety key from fuze.
(4) Insert fuze in well with head up. Avoid pressure directly on

top of fuze head. Push fuze down until retaining spring clicks around
top of fuze body.

(5) Replace pressure plate plug in the mine in .ARMED -position
(fig. 4.3). Screw plug in handtight.

NOTE: Functioning of the fuze may be prevented by installing the
pressure plate plug in SAFE position.

d. Defudng. To defuze the mine, proceed as follows:
(1) Remove pressure plate plug by unscrewing it in a oounter-

clockwise direction.
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(2) Loop a piece of wire under the fuze spring (fig. 4.4). With-
draw fuze and replace safety key. The fuze may also be removed
by grasping the edges of the spring with long-nosed pliers.

(3) Replace pressure plate plug in SAFE position (fig. 4.2), and
screw in handtight.

e. Antiremoval Deviees. .
(1) INSTALLATION. Any standard firing moo~aniA.m may be at-

tached to this mine, after the mine is fuzed. Use the Ml activator
as described below. CAUTION: Fuze the mine (see c above) before
installing any antiremoval devices. Be sure the pressure plug plate
is in ARMED position during this installation.

(0.) Remove tape and shipping sleeve from actiTator well.
",NOTE: Care must be exercised not to exert pressure on the pres-

sure plate.
(6) Inspect well to be certain it is free of foreign matter.
(c) Remove plug and cork gasket from head of activator. Screw

activator handtight into well.
(d) Screw firing mechaniR.m handtight into activator.
(~) Plant the mine and arm firing mechaniR.m in accordance with

type used (pars. 24, 25).
(2) REMOVAL. If the mine is- to be picked up, all antiremoval

devi~s must be disarmed and removed as follows:
(0.) Replace all safety devices in the fi~ mechaniR.m.
(6) Cut trip or anchor wires.
(c) Unscrew firing mechaniR.n1 from activator.
(d) Remove activator. Replace plug and gasket in head of acti-

vator.
(~) Defuze mine (see d above).
f. Paeking. Each mine is packed separately in an olive-drab

square metal crate. A metal can cont~ining one T8El is packed in the
crate with the mine. The crate is 13". inches square and 4~ inches
high. The complete pack weighs 30 pounds.

14. METALLIC ANTITANK MINE FUZES.
a. FUZE, Mine, Antitank, H. E., MIAI. This fuze consists es-

sentially of a striker ~embly and a body which contains the primer
and detonator. The striker assembly, on the outer end of which is a
2-inch diameter head, protrudes approximately" inch beyond the
body of the fuze. The detonator assembly protrudes from the bottom
of the fuze. The firing mechanism, contained within the striker
usembly, is restrained from firing when in armed condition (safety
fork withdrawn) by the collar just below the head and two shear pins.
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Upon assembly or the oomplete round, the detonator enters a mating
cavity in the bo,dy or the mine. A force of . . . 100 per box.

b. FUZE, Mine, Antitank, H. E., MIAl.-Rescinded.

. . .. . . .
e. FUZE, Chemical, Mine, AntitaDk, T9.
(I) This fuze iBBued with the T7 light antitank mine operates under

a load of 300 to 400 pounds. This force moves the piston into the
fuze under the resistance of the spring and sleeve. The sleeve is
crushed by the force, then allowing the piston to break an ampoule
in the fuze. A liquid contained in the ampoule detonates the primer
mixture and activates the mine.

(2) The fuze is marked in yellow with its designation, loader's lot
number, loader's initials, and date loaded.

f. FUZE, ChelQicaI, Mine, Antitank, TSEI. This fuze is similar in
outward appearance and functioning to the T9 fuze. The spring on
the top of the fuze is cut away at either side, and the perforations in
the sleeve are larger 80 that the fuze alone may be activated by a
force of 190 pounds. When inserted in the T6EI mine, a force of
300 to 400 pounds is. required to overcome the resistance of the
Belleville spring in the ~e.

CAUTION: The T8El.fuze must never be used with the T7 mine.
g. Practice Fuzes.
(1) F"riZE, MINE, ANTITANK, PRACTICE, MI. This fuze con-

tains a smoke-puB' charge and is similar in form and operation to
FUZE, mine, antitank, B. E., MIAI.

. . . . .. .
14.1. COVER, MINE, ANTITANK, H. E. (Added.)

a. General. Protective bag covers are provided for the MiA1,
and M4, H. E. mineS, and for the MI, and MIBI practice mines.
Their purpose is to prevent dirt, sand, stonM, or other foreign matter
from working between the spider and the mine body, thereby causing
the mine to fail to function properly. The cover (fig. 10.1) is cylin-
drical in shape, 8.75 inch~ in diameter, 9 inch5 high, and open at
one end. It is made of moisture-resistant, mildewproof fabric.

b. Packing. Covers are supplied in bulk for tJ1e MIAI and M4
H. E. min~ and for the MI and MIBI practice mines. In the case
of mines of current manufacture, covers are packed, one cover per
mine, in the box with the mines.
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17. MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, M2 AND MODmCATIONS.
a. MINE, antipersonnel, M2 (figs. 11, 12, and 12.1), is similar

to a small mortar. I t projects a shell * * * a pressure device.
The standard and alternate standard models of the M2 antipersonnel
mine are mNE, antipersonnel, M2A3, and MINE, antipersonnel,
M2A3Bl, and MINE, antipersonnel, 'M;2A3B2.

\

Figure 10.1. CO VER, mine, antitank, H. E., MfA 1, M4 anJ practice,MI, MISf. .

be Description.
(1) The mine (figs. 11, 12, aDd 12.1) consists of a base, a length

of thin-walled steel tubi1!g riveted (M2) or soldered (M2Al) or coined.
(M.2A3) to the base and serving to contain and project the loaded
and fuzed shell. A ~-inch pipe nipple, threaded to the base serves as
a connection for the firing mechanism. The mAaDl mine is a
modification in wbieh tube, base, and nipple are east in one piece.
The M2A3B2 mine is a combination of the M2A3 aDd M2A3Bl. It
has a east base with the tube and nipple eoined. The cavity in the
base contains the propelling charge, which consists of 20 grains of

11AGO 6UC
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black powder in a small bag. with
the mine.

(2) The fuze issued with the M2 and M2Al antipersonnel mines
consist£ of the Combination Firing Device M1 (par. 24) with an
igniter cap attached. The base and . . . is sand colored.

(3) (Added.) The fuze issued with the M2A3 and M2A3B 1 an ti-
personnel mines is the FUZE, mine, combination, M2 or FUZE, mine,
combination, M6 (fig. 19.1). The M6 fuze consists of a firing mech-
anism with a three-pronged head (par. 24.1) and an igniter. As
issued, the igniter is assembled to the mine and the firing mechanism
is packed separately in the same container. A pull of 6 to 10 pounds
on the pull ring or a load of 10 to 20 pounds on all three prongs or
10 to 30 pounds on one prong will operate this fuze.

e. Operation. To assemble the mine, remove the hexagonal cap
from the primer and, after making sure that all safety devices are in
place, screw the firing mechanism onto the primer.

(1) To PLANT OR PREPARE FOR ACTION WITH THE M2 FUZE (par.

24c).

The tube, containing . . .

.. .. .. .
(2) To PLANT OR PREPARE FOR ACTION WITH THE M6 FUZE (par.

24.1).
(a) Be sure both safety pins are in plaee.
(b) Plaee the mine on a firm foundation.
(e) Remove the hexagonal cap from the primer and serew on the

firing pin assembly.
(d) Attach trip wire. If desired, install the pressure trip on the

three-pronged top.
(e) Cheek to see that the trip wire is not too tight, or that there is

not too much weight on the three-pronged top.
(I) Remove the lower safety pin which is through the release pin.
(g) Remove the top safety pin (between the three prongs) which

is through the firing pin. If the safety pin binds or is tight against
the top of the fuze, the deviee is unsafe and will Dot be used.

(h) SPECIAL SAFETY PRECAUTION: Do not remove either
safety pin until aU trip wires are eonneeted and checked to make
eertain they are Dot too tight.

(3) To PICK UP OR RECOVER.(a) Replace aU safety deviees. . .

(6) Cut the trip wire or remove the pressure tripping device from
the pressure cap or three-pronged top.

* . * * . * .
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d. Precautions.
. * . . .. .

(2) Rescinded.
. . . . . ..

17.1. MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, PRACTICE, T4 (Added).
a. General. MINE, antipersonnel, practice" T4 is similar in

appearance and operation to the M2A3. Obsolete bodies of M2 and
M2AIBl mines, with .the bases painted blue and the marking "T4
Practice" on them, are utilized. This mine does not contain a pro-
pelling charge in the base as does the standard H. E. mine. The
propelling charge for projecting the cardboard projectile into the air
is 'contained in the igniter charge on the base of the fuze. The pro.:
jectile contains a 12-gauge shotgun charge loaded ",ith black powder.
The explosion of the shotgun shell simulates a live mine. The primer
and igniter, which has an approximate 5-second delay, is activated
by FUZE, mine, combination T14EI. ThiS fuze is a three-pronged
firing device similar to FUZE, mine, combination M6 (par. 24.1).

b. Packing. Two mines with fuzes and twenty replaceable parts
are packed in one box. The twenty replaceable parts consist. of
twenty projectiles, twenty propelling charges and twenty spotting
charges in t\\.o containers, and twenty igniter assemblies in two
con tamers.

18. MINE, ANTIPERSONNEL, M3.
a. General. The MINE, antipersonnel, M3 . . . use against

personnel. The complete round consists of the mine, a hollow cast-
iron block containing TNT, and .FUZE, mine, antipersonnel, M3, or
FUZE, mine, combination M7. It has an . . . within this
radius.

b. Description.
. . . . . . .

(3) (Added.) FUZE, mine combination, M7 consists of a firing
mechanism with a three-pronged head and a special blasting cap (par.
24.1). .A pull of 6 to 10 pounds on the pull ring, or a load of 10 to 20
pounds on all three prongs or of 10 to 30 pounds on one prong will
activate this fuze.

c. Operation.
* * . . . . .

(1) To PLANT OR PREPARE FOR ACTION WITH THE M3 FUZE.
* . . . . . .
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(2) To PLANT OR PREPARE FOR ACTION WITH THE M7 FUZE.
After removing the closing plug from the mine, install the fuze as
directed in paragraph 17c (2).

(3) To PICK UP OR RECOVER.
(a) Replace the safety devices.
(b) Cut the trip wire or remove the pressure tripping device from

the . pressure trip or pronged top.
* * . * . * .
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19. TORPEDO, BANGALORE, MIAI.
L Deseription.
(1) The bangalore torpedo. . . clearing mine fields. The

TORPEDO, bangalore, MIAI, consists of a steel tube 5 feet in length
and 2~ inches in diameter which is grooved and capped at each end.
The tube is . . . lusterless olive-drab.
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b. Components and Accessories.
* * * * . . .

(2) NOSE SLEEVE.
end of the torpedo.

* .

This is a rounded point which fits over the
I t contains a . . . of the torpedo.

. . . . .
d. Packing. TORPEDO, bangalore, MIAI, is packed 10 in a box,

which also contains 10 connecting sleeves, and 1 nose sleeve (par. 8).
. -,.

r""' ~-., :

~
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~
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EXPLOSIVE, ammonium nitrate (cratering charge) in metal
container.

Figure f 5. f.
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20. DEMOLITION MATERIALS.

.. .. . . .
e. Cratering Charges (Added). Charges of 40 pounds of ammo-

nium nitrate, sensitized with TNT, are furnished for blasting craters in
roadways and for similar demolition work. The charge (fig. 15.1) is
inclosed in a metal or paper container 8~5 inches in diameter. The
metal container is 17 inches long; the paper container is 17.5 inches
long. Clips for securing blasting caPs or primacord are attached to
the container. Cratering charges are packed in individual wooden
boxes; the box for the metal contain~r is 1.55 by 0.80 by 0.80 feet; that
for the paper packed charge is 1.89 by 0.81 by 0.80 feet.

24.1. FUZE, MINE, COMBINATION, M6 and M7 (Added)~
a. Description.
(1) Fuze, mine, combination M6 end M7 consist of a firing mecha-

nism with a 3-pronged head and base to which is assembled an igniter
(M6) or a blasting cap (M7).

(2) The fuze consists of a head and a case crimped together, which
contain a trigger pin, a release pin, and a firing pin, each with a spring.
A small groove in the firing pin is held in the narrow part of a keyhole
slot in the release pin. The release pin is provided with a ring for
attaching pull wires. When the release pin is moved to one side the
firing pin is allowed to pass through the large opening of the keyhole
slot in the release pin. The trigger pin has three I-inch long prongs of
stiff steel wire projecting from its head. A wedge is provided on the
bottom of the trigger pin which enters a slot in the release pin, and
when sufficient pressure is applied to one or more of the prongs, the
release pin is moved aside and the firing pin passes through the large
opening of the keyhole slot. Two safety pins are provided with this
fuze. The top safety pin, which is inserted through a hole in the firing
pin, is loca t-ed between the three prongs. This pin has a crimp on one
side to prevent it from sliding out. The lower safety pin passes
through the release pin opposite the release pin ring.

(3) The base is a hollow cylinder which contains the primer. It is
threaded above for attachment of the firing mechanism and below for
assembly of the fuze to the mine. A tubular projection serves for
attachment of the igniter or detonator.

b. Data.
(1) FUZE, mine, combination, M6 is 6.62 inch~ in length. The

threaded portion of the base is ~ inch long. The charge of the igniter
consists of approximately 10 grains of black powder. .A pull on the
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release pin ring of 6 to 10 pounds, moving it -"I inch, or a load on .
three prongs of 10 to 20 pounds, or on one prong of 10 to 30 pounOto,'
moving the trigger pin "I inch, will release the firing pin and operate
the fuze.

(2) FUZE, mine, combination, M7 is 7.13 inches in length. The
threaded portion of the base is }~ inch long. The detonator consists
of CAP, blasting, U. S. Anny special, type A. A pull on the release
pin ring of 6 to 10 pounds, moving it *1 inch, or a load on the three
prongs of 10 to 20 pounds, or on one prong of 10 to 30 pounds, moving
the trigger pin -"I inch, will release the firing pin and operate the fuze.

RA PC 151228

FUZE, mine, combination, M6 ana' M7.Figure 19.1.
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Subj: FW: Tng
Date: 7f23f2002 1 :34:57 PM Central Daylight Time
From: MWEBER@MAR.GD-OTS.COM
To: webereod@aol.com
S~nt~_~~~(Details) - --

> -Original Message-
> From: Oldani, Mike (St. Pete)
> Sent Tuesday, July 23, 2002 10:55 AM
> To: Weber, Michael (Marion)
> Subject: RE: Tng
>
> Michael Oktani
> General Dynanics-OTS
> 17575 Sate HWY 79
> Middletown, Iowa 52638
>
> Congratulations, sounds like a good job offer. I believe that Is the same
> company Jackie Gower's husband works for. Jackie use to work for Joe
> McGraw when he was at Marion. It sounds like you leaving soon. E-mail me
> and keep in touch when you get situated in the new job.
>
> -Original Message-
> From: Weber, Michael (Marion)
> Sent Tuesday, July 23, 2002 10:37 AM
> To: Oldani, Mike (St. Pete)
> Subject: Tng
>
> Mike send me your address and I will get a certificate out to both of you.
> I am not taking the job at Iowa, I got an offer to be the Dir of Safety
> for Crown Une Boats in W Frankford
>
> Mike
> PS last day here is Aug 2 unless they tum me loose sooner.
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